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We extend Bove's te hnique for formalising simple general
re ursive algorithms in onstru tive type theory to nested re ursive algorithms. The method onsists in de ning an indu tive spe ial-purpose
a essibility predi ate, that hara terises the inputs on whi h the algorithm terminates. As a result, the type-theoreti version of the algorithm
an be de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input values satisfy this predi ate. This te hnique results in de nitions in whi h
the omputational and logi al parts are learly separated; hen e, the
type-theoreti version of the algorithm is given by its purely fun tional
ontent, similarly to the orresponding program in a fun tional programming language. In the ase of nested re ursion, the spe ial predi ate and
the type-theoreti algorithm must be de ned simultaneously, be ause
they depend on ea h other. This kind of de nitions is not allowed in
ordinary type theory, but it is provided in type theories extended with
Dybjer's s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions. The
te hnique applies also to the formalisation of partial fun tions as proper
type-theoreti fun tions, rather that relations representing their graphs.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
Constru tive type theory (see for example [ML84,CH88℄) an be seen as a programming language where spe i ations are represented as types and programs
as elements of types. Therefore, algorithms are orre t by onstru tion or an
be proved orre t by using the expressive power of onstru tive type theory.
Although this paper is intended mainly for those who already have some
knowledge of type theory, we re all the basi ideas that we use here. The basi
notion in type theory is that of type . A type is explained by saying what its
obje ts are and what it means for two of its obje ts to be equal. We write a 2
for \a is an obje t of type ".
We onsider a basi type and two type formers.

The basi type omprises sets and propositions and we all it Set. Both sets
and propositions are indu tively de ned. A proposition is interpreted as a set
whose elements represent its proofs. In onformity with the explanation of what
it means to be a type, we know that A is an obje t of Set if we know how to
form its anoni al elements and when two anoni al elements are equal.
The rst type former onstru ts the type of the elements of a set: for ea h set
A, the elements of A form a type. If a is an element of A, we say that a has type
A. Sin e every set is indu tively de ned, we know how to build its elements.
The se ond type former onstru ts the types of dependent fun tions. Let
be a type and be a family of types over , that is, for every element a in ,
(a) is a type. We write (x 2 ) (x) for the type of dependent fun tions from
to . If f has type (x 2 ) (x), then, when we apply f to an obje t a of type
, we obtain an obje t f (a) of type (a).
A set former or, in general, any indu tive de nition is introdu ed as a onstant A of type (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n )Set, for 1 ; : : : ; n types. We must spe ify the onstru tors that generate the elements of A(a1 ; : : : ; an ) by giving their
types, for a1 2 A1 , : : : ,an 2 An .
Abstra tions are written as [x1 ; : : : ; xn ℄e and theorems are introdu ed as dependent types of the form (x1 2 1 ; : : : ; xn 2 n ) (x1 ; : : : ; xn ). If the name of a
variable is not important, one an simply write ( ) instead of (x 2 ), both in the
introdu tion of indu tive de nitions and in the de laration of (dependent) fun tions. We write (x1 ; x2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ) instead of (x1 2 ; x2 2 ; : : : ; xn 2 ).
General re ursive algorithms are de ned by ases where the re ursive alls
are performed on obje ts that satisfy no ondition guaranteeing termination. As
a onsequen e, there is no dire t way of formalising them in type theory.
The standard way of handling general re ursion in type theory uses a wellfounded re ursion prin iple derived from the a essibility predi ate A (see
[A z77,Nor88,BB00℄). The idea behind the a essibility predi ate is that an element a is a essible by a relation  if there exists no in nite de reasing sequen e
starting from a. A set A is said to be well-founded with respe t to  if all its
elements are a essible by . Formally, given a set A, a binary relation  on A
and an element a in A, we an form the set A (A; ; a). The only introdu tion
rule for the a essibility predi ate is

a 2 A p 2 (x 2 A; h 2 x  a)A (A; ; x) :
a (a; p) 2 A (A; ; a)

The orresponding elimination rule, also known as the rule of well-founded reursion, is

e 2 (x 2 A; hx 2 A

a2A
h 2 A (A; ; a)
(A; ; x); px 2 (y 2 A; q 2 y  x)P (y ))P (x)
wfre (a; h; e) 2 P (a)

and its omputation rule is
wfre (a; a (a; p); e) = e(a; a (a; p); [y; q ℄wfre (y; p(y; q ); e)) 2 P (a):

Hen e, to guarantee that a general re ursive algorithm that performs the
re ursive alls on elements of type A terminates, we have to prove that A is
well-founded and that the arguments supplied to the re ursive alls are smaller
than the input.
Sin e A is a general predi ate, it gives no information that an help us
in the formalisation of a spe i re ursive algorithm. As a onsequen e, its use
in the formalisation of general re ursive algorithms often results in long and
ompli ated ode. On the other hand, fun tional programming languages like
Haskell [JHe+ 99℄ impose no restri tions on re ursive programs; therefore, writing
general re ursive algorithms in Haskell is straightforward. In addition, fun tional
programs are usually short and self-explanatory. However, there is no powerful
framework to reason about the orre tness of Haskell-like programs.
From [Bov99℄ we an extra t a method to formalise simple general re ursive
algorithms in type theory (by simple we mean non-nested and non-mutually
re ursive) in a lear and ompa t way. We believe that this te hnique helps to
lose the gap between programming in a fun tional language and programming
in type theory.
Given the Haskell version of an algorithm f alg, the method in [Bov99℄ uses
an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate alled fA . We onstru t
this predi ate dire tly from f alg, and we regard it as a hara terization of the
olle tion of inputs on whi h f alg terminates. It has an introdu tion rule for
ea h ase in the algorithm and provides a synta ti ondition that guarantees
termination. In this way, we an formalise f alg in type theory by stru tural
re ursion on the proof that the input of f alg satis es fA , obtaining a ompa t
and readable formalisation of the algorithm.
However, the te hnique in [Bov99℄ annot be immediately applied to nested
re ursive algorithms. Here, we present a method for formalising nested re ursive
algorithms in type theory in a similar way to the one used in [Bov99℄. Thus,
we obtain short and lear formalisations of nested re ursive algorithms in type
theory. This te hnique uses the s hema for simultaneous indu tive-re ursive definitions presented by Dybjer in [Dyb00℄; hen e, it an be used only in type
theories extended with su h s hema.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In se tion 2, we illustrate the
method used in [Bov99℄ on a simple example. In addition, we point out the
advantages of this te hnique over the standard way of de ning general re ursive
algorithms in type theory by using the predi ate A . In se tion 3, we adapt
the method to nested re ursive algorithms, using Dybjer's s hema. In se tion 4,
we show how the method an be put to use also in the formalisation of partial
fun tions. Finally, in se tion 5, we present some on lusions and related work.

2 Simple General Re ursion in Type Theory
Here, we illustrate the te hnique used in [Bov99℄ on a simple example: the modulo
algorithm on natural numbers. In addition, we point out the advantages of this

te hnique over the standard way of de ning general re ursive algorithms in type
theory by using the a essibility predi ate A .
First, we give the Haskell version of the modulo algorithm. Se ond, we de ne
the type-theoreti version of it that uses the standard a essibility predi ate A
to handle the re ursive all, and we point out the problems of this formalisation.
Third, we introdu e a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, ModA , spe i ally de ned for this ase study. Intuitively, this predi ate de nes the olle tion
of pairs of natural numbers on whi h the modulo algorithm terminates. Fourth,
we present a formalisation of the modulo algorithm in type theory by stru tural
re ursion on the proof that the input pair of natural numbers satis es the prediate ModA . Finally, we show that all pairs of natural numbers satisfy ModA ,
whi h implies that the modulo algorithm terminates on all inputs.
In the Haskell de nition of the modulo algorithm we use the set N of natural
numbers, the subtra tion operation <-> and the less-than relation << over N,
de ned in Haskell in the usual way. We also use Haskell's data type Maybe A,
whose elements are Nothing and Just a, for any a of type A. Here is the Haskell
ode for the modulo algorithm1 :
mod :: N -> N -> Maybe N
mod n 0 = Nothing
mod n m | n << m = Just n
| not(n << m) = mod (n <-> m) m.

It is evident that this algorithm terminates on all inputs. However, the re ursive
all is made on the argument n m, whi h is not stru turally smaller than the
argument n, although the value of n m is smaller than n.
Before introdu ing the type-theoreti version of the algorithm that uses the
standard a essibility predi ate, we give the types of two operators and two
lemmas2 :

2 (n; m 2 N)N
< 2 (n; m 2 N)Set

less-de 2 (n; m 2 N)De (n < m)
min-less 2 (n; m 2 N; :(n < s(m)))(n

s(m) < n):

On the left side we have the types of the subtra tion operation and the lessthan relation over natural numbers. On the right side we have the types of two
lemmas that we use later on. The rst lemma states that it is de idable whether
a natural number is less than another. The se ond lemma establishes that if the
natural number n is not less than the natural number s(m), then the result of
subtra ting s(m) from n is less than n.
In pla e of Haskell's Maybe type, we use the type-theoreti disjun tion of
the set N of natural numbers and the singleton set Error whose only element is
error. The type-theoreti version of the modulo algorithm that uses the standard
1 For the sake of simpli ity, we ignore eÆ ien y aspe ts su h as the fa t that the
expression n << m is omputed twi e.

2 De is the de idability predi ate: given a proposition P , De (P )  P _ :P .

a essibility predi ate A

to handle the re ursive all is3

moda 2 (n; m 2 N; A (N; <; n))N _ Error
moda (n; 0; a (n; p)) = inr(error)
moda (n; s(m1 ); a (n; p)) =
ase less-de (n; s(m1 )) 2 De (n < s(m1 )) of
inl(q1 ) ) inl(n)
inr(q2 ) ) moda (n s(m1 ); s(m1 ); p(n s(m1 ); min-less(n; m1 ; q2 )))

:

end

This algorithm is de ned by re ursion on the proof that the rst argument of
the modulo operator is a essible by <. We rst distinguish ases on m. If m is
zero, we return an error, be ause the modulo zero operation is not de ned. If m
is equal to s(m1 ) for some natural number m1 , we distinguish ases on whether n
is smaller than s(m1 ). If so, we return the value n. Otherwise, we subtra t s(m1 )
from n and we all the modulo algorithm re ursively on the values n s(m1 ) and
s(m1 ). The re ursive all needs a proof that the value n s(m1 ) is a essible.
This proof is given by the expression p(n s(m1 ); min-less(n; m1 ; q2 )), whi h is
stru turally smaller than a (n; p).
We an easily de ne a fun tion alla N that, applied to a natural number
n, returns a proof that n is a essible by <. We use this fun tion to de ne the
desired modulo algorithm:
Moda 2 (n; m 2 N)N _ Error
Moda (n; m) = moda (n; m; alla N (n)):

The main disadvantage of this formalisation of the modulo algorithm is that
we have to supply a proof that n s(m1 ) is a essible by < to the re ursive all.
This proof has no omputational ontent and its only purpose is to serve as a
stru turally smaller argument on whi h to perform the re ursion. Noti e that,
even for su h a small example, this a essibility proof distra ts our attention
and enlarges the ode of the algorithm.
To over ome this problem, we de ne a spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate
for the modulo algorithm, ModA , ontaining useful information that an help
us to write a new type-theoreti version of the algorithm. To onstru t this
predi ate, we ask ourselves the following question: on whi h inputs does the
modulo algorithm terminate? To nd the answer, we inspe t losely the Haskell
version of the modulo algorithm. We an dire tly extra t from its stru ture the
onditions that the input values should satisfy to produ e a basi (that is, non
re ursive) result or to perform a terminating re ursive all. In other words, we
formulate the property that an input value must satisfy for the omputation
to terminate: either the algorithm does not perform any re ursive all, or the
values on whi h the re ursive alls are performed have themselves the property.
We distinguish three ases:
3 The set former _ represents the disjun tion of two sets, and inl and inr the two
onstru tors of the set.

{
{

{

if the input numbers are n and zero, then the algorithm terminates;
if the input number n is less than the input number m, then the algorithm
terminates;
if the number n is not less than the number m and m is not zero4 , then the
algorithm terminates on the inputs n and m if it terminates on the inputs
n m and m.

Following this des ription, we de ne the indu tive predi ate ModA over
pairs of natural numbers by the introdu tion rules (for n and m natural numbers)
ModA (n; 0)

;

n<m

ModA (n; m)

< m) ModA (n m; m) :
; :(m = 0) :(nModA
(n; m)

This predi ate an easily be formalised in type theory:
ModA 2 (n; m 2 N)Set
moda 0 2 (n 2 N)ModA (n; 0)
moda < 2 (n; m 2 N; n < m)ModA (n; m)
moda  2 (n; m 2 N; :(m = 0); :(n < m); ModA (n
ModA (n; m):

m; m))

We now use this predi ate to formalise the modulo algorithm in type theory:
mod 2 (n; m 2 N; ModA (n; m))N _ Error
mod(n; 0; moda 0 (n)) = inr(error)
mod(n; m; moda < (n; m; q )) = inl(n)
mod(n; m; moda  (n; m; q1 ; q2 ; h)) = mod(n

m; m; h):

This algorithm is de ned by stru tural re ursion on the proof that the input
pair of numbers satis es the predi ate ModA . The rst two equations are
straightforward. The last equation onsiders the ase where n is not less than
m; here q1 is a proof that m is di erent from zero, q2 is a proof that n is not less
than m and h is a proof that the pair (n m; m) satis es the predi ate ModA .
In this ase, we all the algorithm re ursively on the values n m and m. We
have to supply a proof that the pair (n m; m) satis es the predi ate ModA
to the re ursive all, whi h is given by the argument h.
To prove that the modulo algorithm terminates on all inputs, we use the
auxiliary lemma moda aux . Given a natural number m, this lemma proves
ModA (i; m), for i an a essible natural number, from the assumption that
ModA (j; m) holds for every natural number j smaller than i. The proof proeeds by ase analysis on m and, when m is equal to s(m1 ) for some natural
number m1 , by ases on whether i is smaller than s(m1 ). The term nots0(m1 ) is
4 Observe that this ondition is not needed in the Haskell version of the algorithm due
to the order in whi h Haskell pro esses the equations that de ne an algorithm.

a proof that s(m1 ) is di erent from 0.
(N; <; i); f 2 (j 2 N; j < i)ModA (j; m))
ModA (i; m)
moda aux (0; i; h; f ) = moda 0 (i)
moda aux (s(m1 ); i; h; f ) =
ase less-de (i; s(m1 )) 2 De (i < s(m1 )) of
inl(q1 ) ) moda < (i; s(m1 ); q1 )
inr(q2 ) ) moda  (i; s(m1 ); nots0(m1 ); q2 ;
f (i s(m1 ); min-less(i; m1 ; q2 )))

moda aux

2 (m; i 2 N; A

end

Now, we prove that the modulo algorithm terminates on all inputs, that is, we
prove that all pairs of natural numbers satisfy ModA 5 :
allModA 2 (n; m 2 N)ModA (n; m)
allModA (n; m) = wfre (n; alla N (n); moda aux (m)):

Noti e that the skeleton of the proof of the fun tion moda aux is very similar
to the skeleton of the algorithm moda .
Finally, we an use the previous fun tion to write the nal modulo algorithm:
Mod 2 (n; m 2 N)N _ Error
Mod(n; m) = mod(n; m; allModA (n; m)):

Observe that, even for su h a small example, the version of the algorithm
that uses our spe ial predi ate is slightly shorter and more readable than the
type-theoreti version of the algorithm that is de ned by using the predi ate
A . Noti e also that we were able to move the non- omputational parts from
the ode of moda into the proof that the predi ate ModA holds for all possible
inputs, thus separating the a tual algorithm from the proof of its termination.
We hope that, by now, the reader is quite familiar with our notation. So, in
the following se tions, we will not explain the type-theoreti odes in detail.

3 Nested Re ursion in Type Theory
The te hnique we have just des ribed to formalise simple general re ursion annot be applied to nested general re ursive algorithms in a straightforward way.
We illustrate the problem on a simple nested re ursive algorithm over natural
numbers. Its Haskell de nition is
nest :: N -> N
nest 0 = 0
nest (S n) = nest(nest n).

5 Here, we use the general re ursor wfre with the elimination predi ate
ModA (n; m).

( )

P n



Clearly, this is a total algorithm returning 0 on every input.
If we want to use the te hnique des ribed in the previous se tion to formalise
this algorithm, we need to de ne an indu tive spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate NestA over the natural numbers. To onstru t NestA , we ask ourselves
the following question: on whi h inputs does the nest algorithm terminate? By
inspe ting the Haskell version of the nest algorithm, we distinguish two ases:
{
{

if the input number is 0, then the algorithm terminates;
if the input number is s(n) for some natural number n, then the algorithm
terminates if it terminates on the inputs n and nest(n).

Following this des ription, we de ne the indu tive predi ate NestA
natural numbers by the introdu tion rules (for n natural number)
NestA (0)

;

over

NestA (n) NestA (nest(n))
:
NestA (s(n))

Unfortunately, this de nition is not orre t sin e nest is not yet de ned. Moreover, the purpose of de ning the predi ate NestA is to be able to de ne the
algorithm nest by stru tural re ursion on the proof that its input value satis es
NestA . Hen e, the de nitions of NestA and nest are lo ked in a vi ious ir le.
However, there is an extension of type theory that gives us the means to de ne
the predi ate NestA indu tively generated by two onstru tors orresponding
to the two introdu tion rules of the previous paragraph. This extension has been
introdu ed by Dybjer in [Dyb00℄ and it allows the simultaneous de nition of an
indu tive predi ate P and a fun tion f , where f has the predi ate P as part of
its domain and is de ned by re ursion on P . In our ase, given the input value
n, nest requires an argument of type NestA (n). Using Dybjer's s hema, we an
simultaneously de ne NestA and nest:
NestA
nest

2 (n 2 N)Set
2 (n 2 N; NestA (n))N

nesta 0 2 NestA (0)
nesta s 2 (n 2 N; h1 2 NestA (n); h2
NestA (s(n))

2 NestA

(nest(n; h1 )))

nest(0; nesta 0) = 0
nest(s(n); nesta s(n; h1 ; h2 )) = nest(nest(n; h1 ); h2 ):

This de nition may at rst look ir ular: the type of nest requires that the
predi ate NestA is de ned, while the type of the onstru tor nesta s of the
predi ate NestA requires that nest is de ned. However, we an see that it is
not so by analysing how the elements in NestA and the values of nest are
generated. First of all, NestA (0) is well de ned be ause it does not depend on
any assumption and its only element is nesta 0. On e NestA (0) is de ned,
the result of nest on the inputs 0 and nesta 0 be omes de ned and its value is
0. Now, we an apply the onstru tor nesta s to the arguments n = 0, h1 =

h2 = nesta 0. This appli ation is well typed sin e h2 must be
an element in NestA (nest(0; nesta 0)), that is, NestA (0). At this point, we
an ompute the value of nest(s(0); nesta s(0; nesta 0; nesta 0)) and obtain
the value zero6 , and so on. Cir ularity is avoided be ause the values of nest an
be omputed at the moment a new proof of the predi ate NestA is generated;
in turn, ea h onstru tor of NestA
alls nest only on those arguments that
appear previously in its assumptions, for whi h we an assume that nest has
already been omputed.
The next step onsists in proving that the predi ate NestA is satis ed by
all natural numbers:

nesta 0 and

allNestA

2 (n 2 N)NestA (n):

This an be done by rst proving that, given a natural number n and a proof
h of NestA (n), nest(n; h)  n (by stru tural re ursion on h), and then using
well-founded re ursion on the set of natural numbers.
Now, we de ne Nest as a fun tion from natural numbers to natural numbers:
Nest 2 (n 2 N)N
Nest(n) = nest(n; allNestA (n)):

Noti e that by making the simultaneous de nition of NestA and nest we
an treat nested re ursion similarly to how we treat simple re ursion. In this
way, we obtain a short and lear formalisation of the nest algorithm.
To illustrate our te hnique for nested general re ursive algorithms in more
interesting situations, we present a slightly more ompli ated example: Paulson's
normalisation fun tion for onditional expressions [Pau86℄. Its Haskell de nition
is
data CExp = At | If CExp CExp CExp
nm
nm
nm
nm

:: CExp -> CExp
At = At
(If At y z) = If At (nm y) (nm z)
(If (If u v w) y z) = nm (If u (nm (If v y z)) (nm (If w y z))).

To de ne the spe ial-purpose a essibility predi ate, we study the di erent
equations in the Haskell version of the algorithm, putting the emphasis on the
input expressions and the expressions on whi h the re ursive alls are performed.
We obtain the following introdu tion rules for the indu tive predi ate nmA (for
y; z; u; v and w onditional expressions):

;

nmA (If (v; y; z ))
nmA (If (w; y; z ))
nmA (If (u; nm(If (v; y; z )); nm(If (w; y; z ))))
nmA (y ) nmA (z )
;
:
nmA (If (At; y; z ))
nmA (If (If (u; v; w); y; z ))
6 Sin e nest(s(0); nesta s(0; nesta 0; nesta 0)) = nest(nest(0; nesta 0); nesta 0) =
nest(0; nesta 0) = 0
nmA (At)

In type theory, we de ne the indu tive predi ate nmA
the fun tion nm, re ursively de ned on nmA :
nmA
nm
nma
nma
nma

simultaneously with

2 (e 2 CExp)Set
2 (e 2 CExp; nmA (e))CExp
1 2 nmA (At)
2 2 (y; z 2 CExp; nmA (y); nmA (z ))nmA (If (At; y; z ))
3 2 (u; v; w; y; z 2 CExp;
h1 2 nmA (If (v; y; z )); h2 2 nmA (If (w; y; z ));
h3 2 nmA (If (u; nm(If (v; y; z ); h1 ); nm(If (w; y; z ); h2 ))))
nmA (If (If (u; v; w); y; z ))

nm(At; nma 1 ) = At
nm(If (At; y; z ); nma 2 (y; z; h1 ; h2 )) = If (At; nm(y; h1 ); nm(z; h2 ))
nm(If (If (u; v; w); y; z ); nma 3 (u; v; w; y; z; h1 ; h2 ; h3 )) =
nm(If (u; nm(If (v; y; z ); h1 ); nm(If (w; y; z ); h2 )); h3 ):

We an justify this de nition as we did for the nest algorithm, reasoning about
the well-foundedness of the re ursive alls: the fun tion nm takes a proof that
the input expression satis es the predi ate nmA as an extra argument and it
is de ned by stru tural re ursion on that proof, and ea h onstru tor of nmA
alls nm only on those proofs that appear previously in its assumptions, for
whi h we an assume that nm has already been omputed.
On e again, the next step onsists in proving that the predi ate nmA is
satis ed by all onditional expressions:
allnmA

2 (e 2 CExp)nmA (e):

To do this, we rst show that the onstru tors of the predi ate nmA use indu tive assumptions on smaller arguments, though not ne essarily stru turally
smaller ones. To that end, we de ne a measure that assigns a natural number
to ea h onditional expression:

jAtj = 1

and

jIf (x; y; z )j = jxj  (1 + jyj + jz j):

With this measure, it is easy to prove that

jIf (v; y; z )j < jIf (If (u; v; w); y; z )j; jIf (w; y; z )j < jIf (If (u; v; w); y; z )j
and jIf (u; v 0 ; w0 )j < jIf (If (u; v; w); y; z )j
for every v 0 ; w0 su h that jv 0 j  jIf (v; y; z )j and jw0 j  jIf (w; y; z )j. Therefore, to
prove that the predi ate nmA holds for a ertain e 2 CExp, we need to all nm

only on those arguments that have smaller measure than e7 .
Now, we an prove that every onditional expression satis es nmA by
rst proving that, given a onditional expression e and a proof h of nmA (e),
7 We ould have done something similar in the ase of the algorithm nest by de ning
the measure jxj = x and proving the inequality

y <

s(x) for every

y



x

jnm(e; h)j  jej (by stru tural re ursion on h), and then using well-founded re-

ursion on the set of natural numbers.
We an then de ne NM as a fun tion from onditional expressions to onditional expressions:
NM 2 (e 2 CExp)CExp
NM(e) = nm(e; allnmA (e)):

4 Partial Fun tions in Type Theory
Until now we have applied our te hnique to total fun tions for whi h totality
ould not be proven easily by stru tural re ursion. However, it an also be put to
use in the formalisation of partial fun tions. A standard way to formalise partial
fun tions in type theory is to de ne them as relations rather than obje ts of
a fun tion type. For example, the minimization operator for natural numbers,
whi h takes a fun tion f 2 (N)N as input and gives the least n 2 N su h that
f (n) = 0 as output, annot be represented as an obje t of type ((N)N)N be ause
it does not terminate on all inputs. A standard representation of this operator
in type theory is the indu tive relation

 2 (f 2 (N)N; n 2 N)Set
0 2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) = 0)(f; 0)
1 2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) 6= 0; n 2 N; ([m℄f (s(m)); n))(f; s(n)):
The relation  represents the graph of the minimization operator. If we indiate the minimization fun tion by min, then (f; n) is inhabited if and only if
min(f ) = n. The fa t that min may be unde ned on some fun tion f is expressed
by (f; n) being empty for every natural number n.
There are reasons to be unhappy with this approa h. First, for a relation to
really de ne a partial fun tion, we must prove that it is univo al: in our ase,
that for all n; m 2 N, if (f; n) and (f; m) are both nonempty then n = m.
Se ond, there is no omputational ontent in this representation, that is, we
annot a tually ompute the value of min(f ) for any f .
Let us try to apply our te hnique to this example and start with the Haskell
de nition of min:
min :: (N -> N) -> N
min f | f 0 == 0 = 0
| f 0 /= 0 = s (min (\m -> f (s m))).

We observe that the omputation of min on the input f terminates if f (0) = 0
or if f (0) 6= 0 and min terminates on the input [m℄f (s(m)). This leads to the
indu tive de nition of the spe ial predi ate minA on fun tions de ned by the
introdu tion rules (for f a fun tion from natural numbers to natural numbers
and m a natural number)

f (0) = 0 ;

minA (f )

f (0) 6= 0

minA ([m℄f (s(m)))
:
minA (f )

We an dire tly translate these rules into type theory:
minA 2 (f 2 (N)N)Set
mina 0 2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) = 0)minA (f )
mina 1 2 (f 2 (N)N; f (0) 6= 0; minA ([m℄f (s(m))))minA (f ):

Now, we de ne min for those inputs that satisfy minA :
min 2 (f 2 (N)N; minA (f ))N
min(f; mina 0(f; q )) = 0
min(f; mina 1(f; q; h)) = s(min([m℄f (s(m)); h)):

In this ase, it is not possible to prove that all elements in (N)N satisfy the
spe ial predi ate, simply be ause it is not true. However, given a fun tion f , we
may rst prove minA (f ) (that is, that the re ursive alls in the de nition of
min are well-founded and, thus, that the fun tion min terminates for the input
f ) and then use min to a tually ompute the value of the minimization of f .
Partial fun tions an also be de ned by o urren es of nested re ursive alls,
in whi h ase we need to use simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions. We
show how this works on the example of the normal-form fun tion for terms of
the untyped - al ulus. The Haskell program that normalises -terms is
data Lambda = Var N | Abst N Lambda | App Lambda Lambda
sub :: Lambda -> N -> Lambda -> Lambda
nf
nf
nf
nf

:: Lambda -> Lambda
(Var i) = Var i
(Abst i a) = Abst i (nf a)
(App a b) = ase (nf a) of
Var i -> App (Var i) (nf b)
Abst i a' -> nf (sub a' i b)
App a' a'' -> App (App a' a'') (nf b).

The elements of Lambda denote -terms: Var i, Abst i a and App a b denote
the variable xi , the term (xi :a) and the term a(b), respe tively. We assume
that a substitution algorithm sub is given, su h that (sub a i b) omputes the
term a[xi := b℄.
Noti e that the algorithm ontains a hidden nested re ursion: in the se ond
sub- ase of the ase expression, the term a', produ ed by the all (nf a), appears inside the all nf (sub a' i b). This sub- ase ould be written in the
following way, where we abuse notation to make the nested alls expli it:
nf (App a b) = nf (let (Abst i a') = nf a in (sub a' i b)).

Let  be the type-theoreti de nition of Lambda. To formalise the algorithm,
we use the method des ribed in the previous se tion with simultaneous indu tionre ursion de nitions. The introdu tion rules for the spe ial predi ate nfA , some

of whi h use nf in their premises, are (for i natural number, and a, a0 , a00 and b
-terms)
nfA (Var(i))

nfA (a) nfA (b) nf (a) = Var(i)
;
nfA (App(a; b))

;

nfA (a)
;
nfA (Abst(i; a))

nfA (a) nf (a) = Abst(i; a0 ) nfA (sub(a0 ; i; b))
;
nfA (App(a; b))
nfA (a) nfA (b) nf (a) = App(a0 ; a00 )
:
nfA (App(a; b))

To write a orre t type-theoreti de nition, we must de ne the indu tive
predi ate nfA simultaneously with the fun tion nf , re ursively de ned on nfA :
nfA
nf

2 (x 2 )Set
2 (x 2 ; nfA (x))

nfa
nfa
nfa

1 2 (i 2 N)nfA (Var(i))
2 2 (i 2 N; a 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a))nfA (Abst(i; a))
3 2 (a; b 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a); hb 2 nfA (b); i 2 N; nf (a; ha ) = Var(i))

nfa

4 2 (a; b 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a); i 2 N; a0 2 ;
nf (a; ha ) = Abst(i; a0 ); nfA (sub(a0 ; i; b)))

nfa

5 2 (a; b 2 ; ha 2 nfA (a); hb 2 nfA (b);
a0 ; a00 2 ; nf (a; ha ) = App(a0 ; a00 ))

nfA (App(a; b))

nfA (App(a; b))

nfA (App(a; b))

nf (Var(i); nfa 1 (i)) = Var(i)
nf (Abst(i; a); nfa 2 (i; a; ha )) = Abst(i; nf (a; ha ))
nf (App(a; b); nfa 3 (a; b; ha ; hb ; i; q )) = App(Var(i); nf (b; hb ))
nf (App(a; b); nfa 4 (a; b; ha ; i; a0 ; q; h)) = nf (sub(a0 ; i; b); h)
nf (App(a; b); nfa 5 (a; b; ha ; hb ; a0 ; a00 ; q )) = App(App(a0 ; a00 ); nf (b; hb )):

5 Con lusions and related work
We des ribe a te hnique to formalise algorithms in type theory that separates the
omputational and logi al parts of the de nition. As a onsequen e, the resulting
type-theoreti algorithms are ompa t and easy to understand. They are as
simple as their Haskell versions, where there is no restri tion on the re ursive
alls. The te hnique was originally developed by Bove for simple general re ursive
algorithms. Here, we extend it to nested re ursion using Dybjer's s hema for
simultaneous indu tive-re ursive de nitions. We also show how we an use this
te hnique to formalise partial fun tions.

We believe that our te hnique simpli es the task of formal veri ation. Often,
in the pro ess of verifying omplex algorithms, the formalisation of the algorithm
is so ompli ated and louded with logi al information, that the formal veri ation of its properties be omes very diÆ ult. If the algorithm is formalised as we
propose, the simpli ity of its de nition would make the task of formal veri ation
dramati ally easier.
Most of the examples we presented have been formally he ked using the
proof assistant ALF (see [AGNvS94,MN94℄), whi h supports Dybjer's s hema.
There are not many studies on formalising general re ursion in type theory,
as far as we know. In [Nor88℄, Nordstrom uses the predi ate A for that purpose.
Balaa and Bertot [BB00℄ use x-point equations to obtain the desired equalities
for the re ursive de nitions, but one still has to mix the a tual algorithm with
proofs on erning the well-foundedness of the re ursive alls. In any ase, their
methods do not provide simple de nitions for nested re ursive algorithms. Both
Giesl [Gie97℄, from where we took some of our examples, and Slind [Sli00℄ have
methods to de ne nested re ursive algorithms independently of their proofs of
termination. However, neither of them works in the framework of onstru tive
type theory. Giesl works in rst order logi and his main on ern is to prove
termination of nested re ursive algorithms automati ally. Slind works in lassi al
higher order logi and uses strong indu tive prin iples not available in type
theory.
Some work has been done in the area of formalising partial fun tions. In
[Con83℄, Constable asso iates a domain to every partial fun tion. This domain
is automati ally generated from the fun tion de nition and ontains basi ally
the same information as our spe ial-purpose predi ates. However, the de nition
of the fun tion does not depend on its domain as in our ase. Based on this
work, Constable and Mendler [CM85℄ introdu e the type of partial fun tions
as a new type onstru tor. A fun tion f is a partial fun tion from A to B ,
denoted A > B , if its domain an be omputed as a predi ate over A. In order
to apply f to an element a in A, we need a proof that a is in the domain of f .
In [CS87℄, Constable and Smith develop a partial type theory. Corresponding
to every type T of the underlying total theory there is a type T , whi h might
ontain diverging terms. They de ne a termination predi ate t in! T whi h
asserts that t is a term that terminates and they also present some indu tion
prin iples appli able to partial types. Inspired by the work in [CS87℄, Audebaud
[Aud91℄ introdu es x-points to the Cal ulus of Constru tions [CH88℄, obtaining
a onservative extension of it where the desired properties still hold.
We want to thank Herman Geuvers for arefully reading
and ommenting on a previous version of this paper.
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